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Discover the difference with TGRG
Thanks to Tyler, we received 99% of our asking price...in just 2 days after listing. Incredible!!
We had lots of questions throughout the

Selling a home with 2 kids and pets is

process and Tyler was there every step

a stressful process but thanks to Tyler’s

of the way. In a tough market we weren’t

commitment and support we were able to

quite sure what to expect.

ease through it.

Through Tyler’s experience in the real

He defines professionalism and has the

estate market and knowledge we saw first

character and background of the ideal

hand how beneficial it is to select the right

person you want as a real estate agent.

person to help sell your home.
Brad and Alex Olson
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The Client First Approach
WE PUT OUR C LIENTS’ INTEREST AB OVE OUR OW N.

Our primary goal is to help you make the best Real Estate decision possible

CLARITY
Selling your home is a major life choice, and one that can seem overwhelming. With TGRG you
will have all the information you need about the market, pricing strategy and selling process. You
will know what we are doing, why we are doing it, and what to expect.
CONTROL

“

Without question, Tyler Giesbrecht was the most experienced and
knowledgeable realtor we have worked with. He was professional,
honest and accommodating to our needs, and able to provide sound
advice every step of the way. He had excellent market knowledge,
was a ‘bull dog’ when it came to negotiations, and was invaluable
during initial showings and inspection. Tyler took the initiative to
bring trusted contractors to our prospective house to ensure full
understanding of the scope of renovations we desired. In a ‘Buyers

We have a proven system for selling homes. However, we realize that every situation and client

Market’, and with a stressful ‘condition to sell’ situation, Tyler

is unique and ultimately, this is about your home and what is best for you. We provide the

was able to get the price we wanted within 10 days of listing. He

knowledge, tools and guidance; you make the decisions.

went above and beyond for us, and turned our ‘dream home’ into

CONFIDENCE
You want to make sure you are making the right decisions throughout the sales process. Our

a reality! We couldn’t be happier with the outcome of both the sale
and purchase of our home. 5-stars just doesn’t do him justice.

expertise, transparency, and consistent communication will earn your trust – giving you the best
possible experience from start to finish.
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Why List With Us?

We Know Where the Buyers Are

WE PR OVI DE YOU WI TH THE STRONGEST HOME MARKETING TOOLS IN TH E BUSINESS

W E PROVIDE YOU W I TH THE S TRO NGE S T HOME MA RK E TI N G TO O L S I N THE B US I N E S S

A rigorously trained associate who specializes in your neighbourhood.

Unparalleled Marketing Strategy

Our associates’ unique blend of professional skills and local expertise means

Your home will be marketed with Just Listed postcards, attractive flyers,

your home is marketed right. From the start.

advertising on social media, and professional photography.

A unique preview program.

An Unrivalled Online Presence

Our preview marketing program enables us to build momentum for selling

Your home will receive maximum exposure to thousands of buyers online.

Last year 92 percent of home buyers began their search online. Clearly, chasing a brokerage with a powerful digital marketing platform
is critical to your success. Our websites and home search receive 25,000 hits per month, and our listings are syndicated across a deep
network of local, national and international portals.

Internet

Real Estate Agent

your home before it’s even placed on the MLS.

Yard Sign /
Open House Sign

Friend, Relative
or Neighbour

Home Builder
or Their Agent

Directly From
Sellers / Knew the
Sellers

Other

An industry leader in digital innovation
Absolute transparency between seller and associate.

With our signature blend of interactive tech and quality design, buyers

It’s a sad industry fact: associates often keep secrets from sellers. And what

won’t just see your home - they’ll make an emotional connection.

you don’t know can cost you. With our team, you’ll know it all.
Professional Photography & Staging
Comprehensive market analysis

Homes that look good, sell quickly. We’ll make sure your home looks good.

We do more than deliver data. Our sophisticated modelling systems turn
numbers into smart pricing.

A Yard Sign.
We do that, too.
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44%

33%

9%

6%

5%

2%

1%*

* Includes print newspaper, home book, or magazine
2016 National Association of REALTORS
Home Buyer and Seller Generational Trends

®

The Client First Approach |
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Professional Home Marketing
MARKET STRATEGIES BUILT SP EC IF IC ALLY FOR YOU

All of our marketing plans are property specific and we will discuss strategies that you are comfortable with before
we put the plan in motion to get your home sold in the shortest amount of time for the highest possible price.

Our Pre-Listing Strategy
Our preview marketing plan enables us to market your home to

“Coming Soon” online campaign

eager buyers who are waiting for new listings to hit the MLS system.

We utilize paid advertising and lead
capture programs via Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and
YouTube
“Coming Soon” Signage & Video
Featured page on website with
property information and high
resolution photography.
Brokerage Awareness
We present your home to all of our
Brokerage Offices, qualified buyers and

“

My wife and I have 2 very different personalities; we are not easy
to satisfy. I thought Tyler was very patient, honest in his advice,
knowledgeable because of his long experience in construction and
aggressive when needed at negotiation time. For 3 months during
the selling and the buying process, our lines of communication
always stayed open through emails, phone calls and even texts.
Tyler sold our condo for 98.7% of the asking price, and we now
have our dream house. Thanks buddy

- Samer & Pamela Khatib

active Realtors in the neighbourhood.
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Professional Photography
CA PTURING I MA GE S THAT ME E T O UR E X C E P TI O NA L LY HI GH S TA NDA RDS
Any agent can book a photographer - at TGRG we only use photographers that meet our high standards and only produce HDR photos.
When your home is finally ready to hit the market, our professional photography service will ensure that your home looks its best on all of
our marketing materials. Photos are critical to your listing online, with 87% of buyers citing them as “very helpful” with their search.

WE ARR ANG E A PR OFES S I ONAL STAGING C ONSULT AND/OR A SPEED STA GE AT OUR COST

We understand
how important it
is to set the stage...
12 | Professional Home Marketing

Staging your home before putting it on the market can
be very beneficial. A study by the Association of Staging
Professionals of over 1000 homes across the US and Canada
showed dramatic results with an 83% reduction in the time on
the market for staged vs. un-staged homes. Additionally,
a recent study of Realtors found that staging a home
increased selling price by thousands of dollars on average.

Professional Home Marketing | 13
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Online Marketing
G ET T HE INTERNET EXPOSURE Y OUR PROP ERT Y DESERV ES

Our system uses the latest technology to get the most exposure for your property, generate leads from that exposure
and communicate with those leads to start a conversation about your home. Because we use this system, your property
will be viewed and visited more often, resulting in a quicker sale at a higher price!
The first part of this system is taking photos of your property, creating a

Your property details, Custom Listing Website and Listing Video are

Custom Listing Website, Listing Video and Mobile Site. The Custom Listing

posted to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and our company blog.

Website will show your home in a professional, exciting way. It features

START THE CONVERSATION
& STAY INFORMED
Part of the communication system is updating you with our
progress. We can send you an email with statistics and graphs
showing you the improvement we have made. It will show you
how many hits your site and video have had, how many people

excited about the possibilities of purchasing your property.
property is receiving the best marketing and using the latest

the information they would need about your property and area.

Mobile Sites allow prospective buyers to submit their information at any

technology by a true professional.

communicate important information to them such as property and photo
updates. Our database of leads is constantly growing because the same

In addition, your photos are put together and turned into a Listing Video.

system is used on each of our listings.

Search engine traffic is greatly improved by uploading this video file to the

High Quality Custom
Feature Sheets

with interested buyers that we can meet in person and get

system will generate leads from that exposure. The Custom Listing and

viable on any internet-capable smartphone.

Database of Leads from
All Marketing Outlets

The sole purpose of this system is to start conversations

property guide that opens over the images and gives prospective buyers all

All leads collected are cataloged in a system so that we can easily

Maxwell Brokerage &
Corporate Websites

you are always informed.

We will take care of everything for you. You can trust that your

A mobile version of the Custom Listing Website will be created so that it is

Mobile Version of
Custom Listing Website

mobile site, and how many leads came in. We will make sure

Now that your listing is getting massive amounts of internet exposure, the

These days having your property accessible on smartphones is a necessity.

Custom Listing Website
With Unique URL

looked at the mobile tour, how many people looked at the

large images that pan and zoom with background music. The tour includes a

time to learn more about your property.

Open Houses & Listing
Update Texts & Emails

What does this mean to you? It means a faster sales process,
higher sale price and peace of mind.

SYNDICATION & ANALYTICS
Our powerful syndication network broadcasts your listing

Internet. The video will be uploaded to our company YouTube channel. This

When an open house is held for your property, an email and text will be

across a vast range of online portals, giving you a wide

video can be played on smartphones and laptops to showcase your property

sent to every lead in the database to announce the open house, including

exposure to buyers. Our optional analytics tracks buyer

on the spot!

photos and links to the Custom Listing Website.

engagement levels with your property, allowing you to fine
tune your selling strategy; which means your home’s exposure

Property Video on YouTube & Property Details on Social Media

is both strong and smart.
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Print Material
HI G H QUALITY F EATURE SHEETS F OR Y OUR PROPERTY

Custom designed and printed brochures are placed at every home for potential purchasers to take with them. These will highlight
the professional HDR photos of your home; as well as features, amenities and even information about your neighbourhood.

“

This is our second time using Tyler to sell a property and we
couldn’t be happier of our decision. He always goes above and
beyond his duties. He is extremely knowledgeable and really knows
his way around the housing market. Tyler is extremely professional
and holds himself and his clients at a very high regard. We would
recommend Tyler and his services to anyone that is looking for a
realtor. You won’t regret it!!! Thanks again Ty!

- Ali Timo

16 | Professional Home Marketing
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3D Virtual Tours & Video
TH E ULTI MATE I MME RS I V E E X P E RI E NC E F O R RE MOTE S HOW I NGS

UNIQUE
Gives a completely unique sense of the layout of the home
with the “dollhouse” view, as well as the traditional floor plan
view.

Virtual Walk-Through

ONLINE MARKETING
3D tours provide an immense boost to online marketing.

Potential buyers are able to swipe and click their way through

This is a feature that the vast majority of listings don’t have,

the house on their own, just as if they were really there.

setting your home apart from the competition.

EXPERIENCE
Quite simply 3D tours are the closest you can get to being
in a home without seeing it in person. It is the ultimate
immersive experience.

18
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Our 8 Week Marketing Plan
DE TA I L E D, TI ME LY & TA RGE TE D

We have a specific schedule of online and offline activities to maximize
the exposure of your home and keep you informed throughout the process.

Posted to numerous websites – including MLS

Decide if an open house is beneficial to marketing the
home – if so schedule for week 2 or 3 and start the

Custom property website

paid advertising campaign to ensure good attendance

Social media campaign launched –

Realtor Caravan or Broker Open – Week 3 or 4

paid advertising and lead capture
Campaign results analyzed and modifications
YouTube video uploaded

20

made to ongoing marketing campaigns
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Pricing Your Home
KNOW ALL OF THE FAC TORS

Pricing your home correctly is one of the most important aspects of a timely home sale.

Comparable Listings and Sales

Pending Sales

Look at every similar home that was or is listed in the same neighbourhood

Since there are pending sales, the sales prices are unknown until

over the past 6 months. Pay attention to neighbourhood dividing lines

the transactions close, but that doesn’t stop anybody from calling

and physical barriers such as major streets, freeways or railroads and do

the listing agents and asking them to tell you. Some will, some won’t.

not compare inventory from the “other-side of the tracks”. Perceptions

Make note of the days on market, which may have a direct bearing on

and desirability have value. Compare similar square footage, within 10%

how long it will take before you see an offer. Examine the history of

up or down from the subject property, if possible. Similar ages. One

these listings to determine price reductions.

neighbourhood might consist of homes built in the 1950’s next door to a
ring of construction from the 1980’s. Values between the two will differ.

Active Listings

Compare apples to apples.

These matter only as they compare to your listing, but keep in mind
that sellers can ask whatever they want. To see what buyers will

The truth is it doesn’t really matter how much money you think

Sold Comparibles

see, tour these homes. Make note of what you like and dislike, the

Pull history for expired and withdrawn listings to determine whether any

general feeling you get upon entering these homes. If possible,

Interest rates and local employment market

were taken off the market and relisted. If so, add those days on market

recreate those feelings of reception in your own home. These homes

to these listing time periods to arrive at an actual number of days on

are your competition. Ask yourself why a buyer would prefer your

Home location, features and condition

market. Compare original list prices to final sales price to determine price

home over any of these and adjust your price accordingly.

Buyer awareness of your home

ratios. Adjust pricing for lot size variations, configuration and amenities/

Availability and pricing of comparable homes

your home is worth. The person whose opinion matters is
the buyer who makes an offer. Pricing a home is part art and
part science. It involves comparing similar properties, making
adjustments for the differences among them, tracking market
movements and taking stock of present inventory, all in an attempt
to come up with a range of value; an educated opinion. This
method is the same way an appraiser evaluates a home. And
no two appraisals are ever exactly the same, however they are
generally close to each other. In other words, there is no hard and
fast price tag to slap on your home. It’s only an educated opinion
and the market will dictate the price.

Sales contract negotiations

reductions. Compare final sales prices to actual sold price to determine
upgrades.
Withdrawn & Expired Listings
Look for patterns as to why these homes did not sell and the common
factors they share. Which brokerage had the listing: a company that
ordinarily sells everything it lists or was it a discount brokerage that might
not have spent money on marketing the home? Think about the steps you
can take to prevent your home from becoming an expired listing.

22 | Pricing Your Home
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You can not control your home’s location or the current market. Some factors

Market Dependent Pricing
U NDE RS TA ND HOW TO PRIC E WITHIN THE C URRENT MA RKET

Enhance factors that you can influence by making smart improvements to your home’s
condition and by selecting a Realtor who can get buyers through your home, give sound
advice on pricing and staging and provide strong contract representation.

have absolutely no effect on a home’s value. There are many misconceptions
out there about pricing a home. Let’s take a look at some of the factors that
DO NOT effect your home’s value:
Original Purchase Price. In all likelihood, you paid market value for your home
at the time of purchase. Markets change, and today we have to deal with the
current market conditions.
Home Improvements. Improvements on your home should be made for
enjoyment, not resale value. You can’t expect to add an item to your home,
according to your specific taste, use it, then expect a buyer to pay for the
original cost.

Same house, three different prices. After you have collected all

In a seller’s market, you might want to add 10% more to the last

your data, the next step is to analyse the data based on market

comparable sale. When there is little inventory and many buyers, you

The Seller’s Need For Money. The seller’s need for money – for instance, if he

conditions. For comparison purposes, let’s say the last three

can ask more than the last comparable sale and likely get it.

or she is moving to a more expensive area where costs of living are higher –

comparable sales in your neighbourhood were $550,000. In a
buyers market, your sales price might allow some wiggle room

In a balanced or neutral market, you may want to initially set your price

for negotiation but be strong enough (near the last comparable

at the last comparable sale and then adjust for the market trend.

sales) to entice a buyer to tour your home.

has nothing to do with the home’s value.
The Seller’s Personal Attachment To The Property. We all develop personal
attachments to our possessions, especially our family homes. Unless your
home is a true historic property, it will matter very little to potential buyers
that it may have been in your family for generations.

24 | Pricing Your Home
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Setting the Right Price
Remember that your Realtor doesn’t determine your property’s value, the market does. Never select a Realtor only because they promise a higher
price than other Realtors. Your Realtor should provide a comprehensive, up-to-date, market analysis to help you determine the sales price. Be
aware of the risks of setting the list price too high. Setting a price well over your home’s value introduces a number of risks.

You will diminish the excitement a new listing generates. Real

You home may become ‘stale’ on the market. The longer your home sits on the

estate agents are working with buyers who have already seen what

market due to overpricing, the more prospects will think that something is wrong

is currently on the market and are waiting for something new to be

with the property, especially if you then begin to lower the price. A house takes

listed. This is why the most buyer activity always occurs in the first

on a reputation so quickly and firmly, that you may have to settle for less than

30 days that a property is listed. The best, highest offers come in

market value if you initially price it too high.

The Pricing Process
OR

THEN

during this time. After that initial period, the only people to look at
your home will be new buyers in the market, and chances are they

If you do get an offer, the contract may fall through due to appraisal problems.

too will be looking for the best deals.

The buyer’s lender orders an appraisal to determine the home’s value matches
the loan amount. If they determine the property is worth less than the listing

You will lose the most qualified prospects. Serious buyers who

price, the contract may fall apart. Recent home remodeling trends favor increased

might be interested in your property won’t be able to make an offer

functionality and living space over luxury. A swimming pool or a hot tub may not

because they won’t even get to see your property. They will only

be as appealing to some buyers as a wooden deck or cozy home office. Furnished

view properties that fall within their stated price range because

outdoor areas and exercise rooms are also among the top home improvement

they know exactly what they can afford.

trends.

Overpricing helps sell other homes first. If your home is

The important thing to remember is to make the additions and remodels for

overpriced, it may be used to demonstrate the value of other,

your own enjoyment, and not neglect the little things when it comes to attracting

more competitively priced properties. You should aim to enter the

buyers. Cleanliness and structural soundness, as well as extra touches like new

marketplace in a position to attract prospects, not drive them away.

hardware and a fresh coat of paint, can go a long way to enticing buyers.

26 | Pricing Your Home

8 to 10 Showings
With No Offers

2 WeeksWith
No Showings

Price
Reduction
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Money In Your Pocket
H OW Y O U S AV E W I TH TY L E R GI E S B RE C HT RE A LTY GRO UP

I have had the opportunity of watching Tyler in action while he

Average
Agent

Tyler Giesbrecht
Realty Group

59 Days

21 Days

Percentage of Listings Sold

73%

92%

Sales Price to List

97.16%

99.1%

helped both my Daughter and Granddaughter sell their homes. I
was overwhelmed by the extraordinary service Tyler gave each of
them, what an outstanding realtor he is! He was so well prepared,
knowledgeable, reliable and professional. I have dealt with
realtors on a few different occasions, through selling and buying

Average Days on Market

homes myself, and will say none could measure up to this man. His
knowledge and experience in construction and renovation were a
bonus and a huge asset to both my Daughter and Granddaughter. If
you are selling or buying then, Tyler is “the MAN,” “the REALTOR”

- Barb Delurey

Let’s Do The Math
With average agents... $400,000 at 97.16% = $388,640
With Tyler Giesbrecht Realty Group... $400,000 at 99.10% = $396,400

You Save OVER $7000.00
You will also save one additional month of

28 | Pricing Your Home

payments as we’ll sell your house faster.
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Scheduling Showings
CONVENIENT NOTIC ES KEEP Y OU INF ORM ED

When an agent wants to show your house, we use a service that will contact you to setup
the showing. There are four ways you can choose to confirm the showing.

We’re applying for the position to be your realtor.

Our Personal Guarantee
You can count on our commitment to sell your property. Our Marketing Plan outlines
how we will promote your property and how we will attract buyers to your home.
If you feel at any time that we are not fulfilling our commitment to you, don’t hesitate to advise

By Phone

By Text

By Email

Via Mobile App on your Smartphone

us immediately. If your dissatisfaction is unresolved, you may cancel the listing agreement
at any time.
That is our commitment to you.

30 | Pricing Your Home
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Preparing &
Staging Your Home

De-Clutter

Remove & Replace Favourite Items

People collect an amazing quantity of junk. Consider this: if you haven’t used

If you want to take window coverings, built-in appliances or fixtures

it in over a year, you probably don’t need it handy right now. If you don’t need

with you, remove them now before any buyers enter the home. If

it, why not donate it or throw it away? Remove all books from bookcases,

the chandelier in the dining room once belonged to your great

Pack up all those knick-knacks. Clean off everything on kitchen counters.

grandmother, take it down. If a buyer never sees it, they won’t want

Put essential items used daily in a small box that can be stored in a closet

it. Once you tell a buyer they can’t have an item, they will want it

when not in use. Think of this process as a head-start on the packing you will

and it could blow the deal. Pack those items and replace them if

THE DETAILS THAT C AN MA KE A LL OF TH E DIFFERENCE

eventually need to do anyway. Most important, it shows prospective buyers

necessary.

Every seller wants their home to sell quickly and bring them top dollar. It’s

that you are getting ready to turn the key over to them.

not luck that makes this happen. It takes careful planning and knowing how to

Make Minor Repairs

professionally spruce up your home to send home buyers scurrying for their cheque

Rearrange Bedroom Closets & Kitchen Cabinets

Replace cracked floor or counter tiles. Patch holes in walls. Fix leaky

Buyers love to snoop and will often open closet and cabinet doors. Think of

faucets. Replace filters in air handlers, wipe down air vents, etc.

books. Here are some general tips on how to prep a house and turn it into an

the message it sends if items fall out! Now imagine what a buyer believes

Fix doors that don’t close properly and kitchen drawers that jam.

irresistible and marketable home.

about you if she sees everything organized. It says you probably take good

Consider painting walls neutral colors, especially if you have grown

care of the rest of the house as well. This means: Neatly stack dishes. Turn

accustomed to purple and pink walls. (Don’t give buyers any reason

Disassociate Yourself From Your Home

coffee cup handles facing the same way. Hang shirts together, buttoned and

to remember your home as “the house with the orange bathroom”).

Say to yourself, “This is not my personal home anymore, it is a house – a product to be sold much

facing the same direction.

Replace burned-out light bulbs. If you’ve considered replacing a

like a big screen TV or a piece of nice furniture.” Make the mental decision to “let go” of your
emotions and focus on the fact that soon this house will no longer be yours. Picture yourself

worn bedspread, do so now!

Rent a Storage Unit
Almost every home shows better and looks larger with less furniture. Remove

Make the House Sparkle

all pieces of furniture that block or hamper paths and walkways and put

Wash windows inside and out. Rent a pressure washer and spray

them in storage. (if buyers have to turn sideways to navigate an area, it gives

down sidewalks and exterior. Clean out cobwebs. Re-caulk tubs,

De-Personalize.

the feeling of the home being small.) Since your bookcases are now empty,

showers and sinks. Polish chrome faucets and mirrors. Clean out the

Pack up those personal photographs and family heirlooms. Buyers can’t see past personal

store them off premises. Remove extra leaves from your dining room table

refrigerator. Vacuum and clean floors daily.

artifacts, and you don’t want them to be distracted. You want buyers to imagine their own

to make the room appear larger. Leave just enough furniture in each room to

photos on the walls, and they can’t do that if yours are there! You don’t want to make any buyer

showcase the room’s purpose and plenty of room to move around. You don’t

ask, “I wonder what kind of people live in this home?” you want buyers to say, “I can see myself

want buyers scratching their heads saying, “What is this room used for?”

handing over the keys and envelopes containing appliance warranties to the new owners! Don’t
look backwards – look to the future.

living here.”
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Common Misconceptions
MI SINF ORMATION HAS A HAB IT OF SP REA DING

Just when you think you’ve found out everything you need to know about the “dirty little
secrets agents don’t want you to know” from a bazillion of misinformed and, in all fairness,
probably well-meaning Web Sites, here is what you really need to know.

It doesn’t matter which real estate agent you list your home with.

False.

You should select the real estate agent who tells
you he or she can get you the highest price on
your home. False. You should always select an agent based

All I really have to do to sell my home is put
a “for sale” sign in my front yard and an ad in
the newspaper. False. The yard sign and newspaper

on credentials. Market value is a totally separate issue. Overpricing a

ad, while effective, actually account for a very small percentage

home to get the listing is the oldest trick in real estate: compliment and

of “qualified buyer” activity. Only 7% of qualified buyers come

overstate the value of the home to get the listing then ask for a price

from yard signs, and only 8% from newspaper ads. That’s why the

reduction 30 days later. Remember, if something sounds too good to be

failure rate of the “For sale by owner” arrangement is so high.

true, it usually is. You should always insist on a written, up-to-date, well

Most qualified buyers are generated by real estate agents through

researched, computerized market analysis to determine the realistic dollar

referrals, past clients, and various proactive marketing activities.

amount your home will bear in today’s market and price accordingly.

These seasoned buyers have been professionally nurtured and
developed over time by successful, trustworthy agents like TGRG.

catch the attention of the few qualified buyers out there. That means that few of the homes that are listed are actually sold. When you choose TGRG, you’re

Brokers who ‘discount’ commissions can do an
adequate job of selling your home. False. You get

choosing an agent with the education and experience to anticipate and avoid problems, and be able to handle them professionally and efficiently should they

what you pay for. Your home is in competition with all the other homes

arise. Many contracts written by other agents never close due to the myriad of possible obstacles, and sellers who think they are moving are left in a terrible

on the market for the best and most qualified buyers. There are usually

the more you make. False.

predicament. Don’t you want to list your home with the agent who has the foresight and knowledge to avoid contractual mishaps and close the sale? While

more homes on the market than there are buyers. That’s why such a high

propel this myth. They claim to save sellers money by charging

many agents simply list your home in the Multiple Listing Service database and pray that someone will sell it, TGRG employs proactive marketing tactics ranging

percentage of the homes on the market don’t sell. You need a proactive,

less. The truth is agents who are top producers and excel in this

from direct mail advertising to the latest social media to make sure that your home gets seen by qualified buyers. Instead of sitting back and hoping for success,

savvy real estate agent to get your home sold for the highest net price

business do not discount services. Why? Because they don’t

TGRG uses his superb negotiating skills to convert prospects into buyers, and obtain the highest selling prices at the best possible terms for his clients.

to you. Promotional costs such as photos, brochures, ads, Multiple Listing

have to. Less-than-full-service agents can’t afford all the bells

Service inserting fees, printing, direct mail, signage, etc. are vital to

and whistles paid for by full-service agents, who tend to draw

getting the results you want, but they are all expensive. TGRG invests

higher offers. It boils down to “you get what you pay for.” A 2%

heavily in the marketing of your home. Will a discount broker offer a

commission reduction doesn’t amount to much when your price is

complete marketing campaign? Hardly! Most of these “discretionary”

discounted 10% or more because your agent couldn’t afford full

expenses are the first to be eliminated when the brokerage fee is

market exposure.

It is critically important which agent you select to market and sell your home. The real estate market is highly competitive. Many other sellers are competing to

The less commission you pay to sell,
Discount brokers like to

negotiated down, and usually without the knowledge of the seller. These
“discretionary” investments are some of the most vital in getting your
home sold.
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Our Guide to Selling
A QUIC K REF ERENC E GUIDE TO OUR PROCESS

Step 1 – REALTOR® Interviews and
the Comparative Market Analysis (CMA)

Step 3 – Home Preparation

There are hundreds of critical mistakes you can make when selling your

you sell, or offering a credit to a buyer for the repair. If you try to hide it or

home, however there is a universal cure for them all . . . qualifying and

don’t address the issue, then in the buyer’s mind it will drastically reduce the

choosing the right agent. Ask your agent lots of questions to ensure

quality and price of the property. “If this is wrong, then what else is wrong.”

their motives are in the right place and they have the ability to properly

In terms of a simple cleaning, the key is to de-clutter rooms (knick-knacks and

represent you. Furthermore, you need to find out if you are comfortable

excess furniture), and make sure the house looks clean and well maintained.

If there are major repairs that need to be made, consider fixing them before

with this person’s style of business. In addition to an interview with an
agent, have them look at your house and give you an idea of value. The

Step 4 – The Listing Documents

agent will then assess the other homes in the area that are comparable

When you sign the listing documents, be sure that you understand you are

to yours, make financial adjustments for the differences and give you an

signing a legal contract. Your REALTOR® should clearly explain each clause

approximate value.

and the implications. When does the contract begin and how does the contract
end? What are my rights and responsibilities within the agreement? Most

Step 2 – Document & Material Preparation

standard contracts are written to protect you and the brokerage as well.

In order to sell, there are certain documents and materials that you
should obtain. These include an updated survey of your property called

Step 5 – Marketing

a Real Property Report (you likely have one from when you bought the

Be sure your agent mentions all the features of the house that convinced you

home), any relevant repair receipts (such as a new roof or furnace), any

to initially make your purchase, because other buyers will likely feel the same

home warranty documents, a spare set of keys, relevant rental or lease

way. Look over the marketing materials and if you have any suggestions for

agreements, etc. If you live in a condo, pull all the documents you have

additional information, feel free to let your REALTOR® know. Any house will

received from the board or management company. Your REALTOR®

sell if the value exists or is perceived in the mind of the buyer.

Step 6 – Showings

Step 9 – Conditions

No one likes to be forced out of their home, but it is extremely

It is most common for an offer to have some sort of condition on it. This might

uncomfortable for a buyer if you are present during a showing. If possible,

be that the buyers agree to purchase your house as long as they can get a

make arrangements with a friend, neighbour or relative to be absent

home inspection first, or subject to their financing being approved. A due date

during showings. The more flexible you can be the better, however if

is usually between 7 – 10 days and your house will be considered “conditionally

there are specific times that will not work, or if you want a break, simply

sold” during this time. The shorter the condition dates the better, but it is

tell your REALTOR®. We are all human and buyers will understand that

important to give the buyers a realistic amount of time to save the headache of

the home will not be accessible 24/7.

extensions on dates.

Step 7 – Strategy Assessment

Step 10 – Preparation for Possession

After a couple of weeks on the market, we should have enough feedback

Once the conditions are removed, the deal is considered “firm” and you can

to assess the current marketing strategy, and it may be time to make

prepare for possession. You will need to book an appointment with the lawyer

some adjustments. This may include changing the marketing medium

(usually a date about a week before possession), and fulfill any part of the

(newspaper vs websites, etc.), the features that are focused on, price,

contract that you agreed to. If you said you would paint, clean, or something

agent incentives, etc. Your agent should remain proactive so the listing

else, then this must be done before possession to avoid a contract breach.

doesn’t go stale.

Step 11 – Closing & Possession;
Step 8 – Offer & Negotiation

Possession typically happens at 12:00pm unless otherwise agreed to in writing.

When someone decides to write an offer, you will be contacted by your

It is best to have your furniture moved on the previous day as some people like

REALTOR® and a time will be set to present it to you. The agent bringing

to get in a couple hours early to do a walk through (this is not a requirement

the offer may want to present in person, however you ultimately have the

and is simply a show of good faith). Keys do not get released to the new owners

choice. After some negotiations, signatures and initials will be required to

until noon and only if the money has been transferred to your lawyer (they will

finalize the agreement. The goal in a successful negotiation is to come to

notify the REALTORS®). Typically your cheque will be ready a couple days after,

a win-win solution. Remember, people will pay your price if they feel they

and if you are buying a new home, the lawyers will handle any money transfers

are getting value.

that need to happen.

should help you with the rest.
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Understanding the Legalities
G U I DI NG YOU THROUGH THE LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF YOUR SA LE

As your REALTOR® and representative, your best interest is always our first
priority and as such we owe you six important legal duties, referred to as Agency.

Undivided Loyalty

Confidentiality

Full Disclosure

Obedience

Reasonable Care & Skill

Full Accounting

Seller Brokerage. We offer a written service agreement outlining the

Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA). The Canadian Real Estate

details of the agreed upon listing services you desire. As a consumer, your

Association is one of Canada’s largest single-industry trade associations

interests are further protected through our regulating bodies to ensure your

representing more that 96,000 real estate Brokers and Salespeople. CREA

transaction is handled in a professional manner.

owns the MLS and REALTOR trademarks which signify a high standard of
service and identify members of CREA.

Calgary Real Estate Board (CREB). The Calgary Real Estate Board is the
primary resource for Buyers and Sellers in the Calgary and area real estate

Personal Information Protection Act of Alberta (PIPA).

market. One of the main functions of CREB is the operation of the Multiple

Deals with how companies can collect and use personal information

Listing Service (MLS) System

“

Tyler Giesbrecht Realty Group

If you are selling your home you need a professional real estate agent. Tyler Giesbrecht is an extremely
professional, personable and detailed oriented realtor. Selecting a realtor is a major decision as you are relying
on an individual for their advice and experience. You will not be disappointed if you choose to have this talented
individual represent you in buying or selling your home.
Tyler worked very hard assisting me with the sale of my home. Suggestions on staging and bringing in a
professional photographer to take pictures; my home looked stunning on the website. He was able to sell it in
just 24 days on the market. He helped with every detail and explained any questions I had without hesitation. I
would recommend him to anyone as it was the best real estate experience I have ever had.
My daughter is now selling her home and has the pleasure of working with this gentleman. She is so pleased!!
I am now looking to purchase a new home and without question , Tyler is my agent. He knows what we are
looking for and I know without a doubt that we will find the dream home we are looking for.
I just want to say thank you to Tyler for all his hard work and I am so excited to be finding our new home. It is a
pleasure working with Tyler as he is always there when we need him.

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents
Real Estate Council of Alberta (RECA). The Real Estate Council of Alberta

of Canada (PIPEDA). Deals with consumer privacy.

is an independent non-government agency responsible for the regulation
and licensing of Alberta’s Real Estate Brokers, Mortgage Brokers, and Real

Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC).

Estate Appraisals.

Deals with protection from money laundering and terrorist financing.
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Highly recommended!!! And you will not be disappointed as he goes above and beyond to assist his clients.

- Sheila Chisholm
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Required Items
A F E W I MP O RTA NT RE MI N DE RS

Real property report (up-to-date compliance and conforming)
Condo documents (all available)
Keys (all necessary)
Tenant agreements (if applicable)
Warranty information (home and other goods)
Any city of Calgary tax info
Any city of Calgary local improvement info
Any zoning information
Any information unique to the property
Any related contracts to the home or goods (water softener, alarm system contracts, etc)
Proof of any available building or development permits
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“

Tyler Giesbrecht Realty Group

Tyler is a Realtor extraordinaire! Getting my apartment ready to
sell was no easy task and I was very stressed… until Tyler saved
the day! It is apparent that Tyler genuinely cares for his clients;
he helps you sort out what needs to be done, has connections from
carpet installers to lawyers that are just as great and helpful and
immediately makes you feel valued, not just another house to sell.
I was lucky enough to find Tyler as he was my Mom’s realtor and
can safely say our family will never find another Realtor, he is
stuck with us! Whether you’re looking for a new home, selling your
current home or both you should call Tyler immediately, you will
not be disappointed!!

- Kristin Finot
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Tyler Giesbrecht

When You Choose Us

THE VA L UE O F E X P E RI E N C E

T HE BE NE FI TS OF SELEC TING TY LER GIESBREC HT REA LTY GROUP

Tyler has been a real estate agent since 2010. His post-secondary education was

More than 80% of our business comes from referrals. Our clients understand these benefits and stick

completed at Mount Royal University. During University and for 10 years after he

with us. If you’d like to speak to any of them to learn why, we would be happy to arrange it.

owned and operated a successful construction company specializing in hardwood
flooring and small renovations. He is very familiar with Calgary and surrounding

Experienced
Trusted

area as he was born and raised here. He has worked in hundreds of homes and

57 homes SOLD last year valued at over 24 million dollars.

almost every community in the city. He is committed to building relationships
based on trust and understanding. Tyler will consistently strive to provide sound

A trusted professional Realtor® dedicated to serving your real estate needs first

real estate advice to guide you to make insightful real estate decisions that best

and foremost.

Referred

A team with over 80% of their business coming from REFERRALS by happy
homeowners who can’t wait to tell their friends about their extraordinary home
buying experience.

Awarded
Skilled
Focused

An Award winning Realtor®
A Highly skilled negotiator working strictly on your behalf.
A representative whose primary goal is to help you find the right home, at the
right price with little to no stress or inconvenience to you.
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Certified Negotiation Expert
Certified Condominium Specialist
Accredited Staging Professional

suit your needs. Tyler’s goal is to be your trusted Real Estate advisor and friend
for life. He will not sell you a home he doesn’t think can be easily sold again in the
future.
Tyler is best known by his clients as a skilled negotiator who always puts their

Sellers Representative Specialist

needs before all else. He prides himself on educating his clients about the real

Buyers Representative Specialist

see the potential in a home from a renovation aspect. Tyler has committed to

Real Estate Digital
Marketing Certification

estate market and its current condition. He has an eye for detail and can really
continuing to learn and educate himself by completing additional programs
offered by the Real Estate Board to better serve his valued clients.
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PHONE

403-606-2158
FAX

403-476-7605
EMAIL

tyler@tylergrealty.com
WEBSITE

www.tylergrealty.com

